Help us to combat tumors by diagnosing them with the PET-TAC apparatus. We could buy this with your generous help. We trust in you.

TWO DROPS OF HOPE

May the Lord bless whoever has worked, works and will work for this Home, rewarding them and their families a thousand times over in this life, and with eternal joy in the next.

5 May 1956
The inauguration of the hospital

Credit card payments are possible with:
MasterCard,
EuroCard,
Visa

For information
0039 0882 410339

OFFERS ALREADY RECEIVED FOR THE FUND "TWO DROPS OF HOPE" IN DATE 12 JULY 2006
€ 2,006,194,53
5,500,000 EURO BEING THE SUM NEEDED TO BUY THE PET-TAC APPARATUS

www.operapadrepio.it
centrogruppidipreghiera@operapadrepio.it

BANK REMITTANCE n. 22-1 COD. BIC: CARMIT3C, IBAN IT33 QO30 6778 5900 0010 1000 022
Addressed to: FONDAZIONE CASA SOLLIEVO DELLA SOFFERENZA c/o CARIME S.p.A.
71013 SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO (Italy)